
 

 

CLAT Unofficial Answer Key 2023 

Section: QUANTITATIVE APTITUDEPassage: Players are selected for Judo based on their 

weight...Answer 

1. Player S is from the weight group... 10 (81 to 88 kg) 

2. If S leaves the group and two new 

players join the group... 
Both from group 7 (72 to 76 kg) 

3. What is the average weight of players 

taken together? 
66 kg 

4. In the average of all the groups 

together... 
10 (81 to 88 kg) 

5. If one of the two new players… 10 (81 to 88 kg) 

1. What was the world fruit production in 

2000? 
517 million tonnes 

2. Of the five fruit species mentioned in 

the passage... 
16% 

3. Of the watermelons in 2000, one eight 

perished... 
39.2 million tonnes 

4. Assume that all groups and apples... 19.1 million tonnes 

5. Frutopia and Fruitfix both sold 80 

1. The findings of Oxfam... - Choose the 

correct statement 

Men’s average earning in the urban areas in self-

employment is nearly… 

2. Of the regularly employed in urban 

areas... 
More than 35% 

3. Of those in casual employment if a 

man’s average earnings were deposited... 
21 Years 

4. The findings also indicate 

discrimination as a dividing factor….If 

the number fo women in India... 

Between 10 and 12 crores 

5. In 2019-20, if the number of males 

aged 15 years... 
2:7 

1. Which of the following can be inferred 

from the passage? 

The water supplied by the water tanker mafia is 

potentially contaminated 



 

2. Which of the following, used in the 

passage, suggests the illegal supply of 

groundwater... 

Entrenched 

3. Which of the following seems to be 

the author’s main concern... 

The pretty profiteering of a few actors comes at 

the immense cost... 

4. All of the following sounds you can 

hear as the water tankers  are filled, 

except... 

Creaking 

5. Which one of the following from the 

passage means ‘Hidden’? 
Covert 

1. Which of the following statements can 

be inferred from the passage? 
The internet can be used to cause harm 

2. All the following statements are 

'truisms' except: 

A preference for cat videos can reveal a lot about 

your personality 

3. Which of the following comes 

closest... 

The internet has ability to customize what we 

need based on our identity 

4. Which of the following is a metaphor? All of the above 

5. Which of the following categories best 

describes this piece of writing?  
Non-fiction essay 

1. What was the assumption about the 

origin of urban life in India... 
Both A and B 

2. "The Keeladi excavations further 

challenge... 
The Keeladi archeological dig proved... 

3. Language, including a script similar 

to... 

Ancient urban history of India, as we know it 

today,... 

4. BCE is the acronym for... Before Common Era 

5. "A farmer could write his own name... 
That the Keeladi civilization did not conserve the 

access to education... 

1. If Iff is right, which of the following 

statement is true? 
Naming something is one way to make it real 

2. Which of the following applies to Iff? He uses proverbs to express ideas 

3. Which of the following most 

accurately describes... 
Do not restrict your knowldge only to... 

4. All the words below are related in 

meaning, except 
Gander 

5. What does 'Fabulous' mean in the 

passage? 
Mythical 

1. What is the name of the armband... OneLove 

2. Name of which community has been 

replaced... 
LGBTQ+ 

3. What is the name of the system used to 

monitor... 
Kafala 

4. Where is the Court of Arbitration for 

sport based? 
Lausanne, Switzerland 



 

5. Who is the current captain of Indian 

men's football team? 
Sunil Chettri 

6. Timothy Weah, the Paris Saint 

German and U.S.... 
Liberia 

7. Which of the following is the oldest 

football tournament in India? 
Durand Cup 

1. Which of the following is the largest 

exported Agriculture product from India? 
Rice 

2. According to the provisional data 

released by the Directorate of General of 

Commercial Intelligence 

USD 95.34 Billion 

3. Who among the following is called the 

‘Father of Wheat Revolutio'? 
Dilbagh Singh Athwal 

4. India is the world’s largest producer of 

which of the following? 
Milk 

5. What is India’s ranking in the Global 

Hunger Index 2022? 
107 

6. The National Commission on Farmers 

constituted in December 2004… 
MS Swaminathan 

7. The bio-decomposer technology to 

avoid stubble burning... 
ICAR Pusa Campus 

1. Which person’s name in the passage 

has been replaced with (1) 
Sam Bankman-Fried 

2. Which hedge fund’s name has been 

replaced with (2)... 
Almeda Research 

3. The person was once named as "the 

world’s youngest self-made female 

billionaire"… 

Elizabeth Holmes 

4. The reserve bank of India recently 

announced the launch of Digital Rupee... 
 

5. Which of the following technologies 

does cryptocurrency rely on? 
Both A & B (Cryptography & BlockChain) 

6. What is the name of the Government 

organization that mints coins used as 

legal tender in India? 

Security Printing and Minting Corporation of 

India 

7. Who was the chairman and former 

founder of Satyam Computers Private 

Limited... 

B. Ramalinga Raju 

1. Whose name has been replaced with 

[1] in the passage above? 
Alan Turning 

2. Garry Kasparov... Deep Blue 

3. The Emperor's New Mind, Concerning 

Computers, Minds and... 
Roger Penrose 



 

4. What kind of computing model 

resembles... 
Neural Network 

5. What is the full form of 'LaMDA'? Language Model for Dialogue Applicatons 

6. Meta's newly released, fully trained 

large language AI model is called... 
OPT 

7. What is the name of the AI-enabled 

legal research alternative... 
SUPACE 

1. Before Draupadi Murmu, India had 

only one other female president... 
2007-12 

2. President Murmu has earlier served as 

a governor of which state? 
Jharkhand 

3. The first presidential was held by... 1952 

4. The Rashtrapati Bhavan was formerly 

known as the... 
Secretariat Building 

5. Who among the following was a 

candidate in the elections for Vice-

President of India in 2022? 

Margaret Alva 

6. Voting in an Indian Presidential 

Election is through: 

A proportional representation system through 

which a single transferrable vote case in a secret 

ballet 

7. Who was the first Dalit to hold the 

office of the President of India? 
Kocheril Raman Narayanan 

1. In 2014, India was hit by a terrible 

pandemic... 
No, because the order was indefinite 

2. The Central Government was 

preparing to conduct... 

Two answers are correct:  

1. The government's order is legal under the 

temporary suspension rules because it prevents a 

public emergency by preserving the quality of 

doctors in India. 

2. The government's order is not legal under the 

temporary suspension rules because the 

nationwide internet shutdown was not necessary 

or unavoidable 

3. In the above instance, the order was 

passed by Communications Minister... 

Which of the following statements is 

false? 

The Communications Minister had the power to 

pass the order under the 2017 Rules 

4. Assume that in the above instance, the 

Joint Secretary... 

No, because the procedure under the 2017 rules 

was not followed 

5. In January 2022, communal riots 

were...How many statements are true? 
Two statements 

1. Sunil is a high-ranking officer of the 

Union Government... 

Two answers: 

1. Yes, Sunil's reasons are vague... 

2. Yes, such an order is volatile... 



 

2. Some days later, Sunil notices another 

post... 
No, since Sunil had provided reasons... 

3. Sunil sends UNReal a third blocking 

order... 

No, since the IT act does not forbid sunil from 

doing so. 

4. Complying with a fourth blocking 

order... 
Yes, since section 69A of the IT Act... 

5. Sunil sends UNReal a fifth blocking 

order... 
 

1. Client Leone Moricono Ltd...  

2. Sita Das has been working as a 

freelance journalist... 

Since she is using the laptop for the purpose of 

earning... 

3. Kalpavruksha charitable trust runs a 

hospital... 
The hospital resells the pacemakers to patients... 

4. Fitzit is an online platform that 

provides... 

Since the online services are covered by the 

Consumer Protection Law... 

5. Jitesh Shah purchased from 

BreatheEasy... 

Since Jignesh Shah is a user of the device, he can 

be considered a consumer 

1. Assad buys an electrol bond worth... 
No, since the bond was valid on November 16, 

2022 

2. The government announces that there 

would be a sale of... 

No, since the changes to the Electrol Bond 

Scheme... 

3. On November 10, 2022, Palak 

purchases... 

Two Answers: 

1. No, since Palak cannot ask for the bond back 

2. Yes, since PPP changed its candidates 

4. On November 15, 2022, the 

Government issues another notification... 

No, since it does not fulfill the eligibility criteria 

announced in the Novemebr 15, 2022 notification 

5. Abraham, who lives in a different state 

from Assad... 
Abraham could not give the bond to the PPP 

1. Ashwin and Ashima were married in 

February 2020... 

No, since Ashwin had only asked Ashima to do 

their household work, not for others 

2. In April 2020, Ashwin's friend 

Rakesh... 
No, since Rakesh is not her husband... 

3. Frustrated and upset with her 

marriage... 
No, since she is no longer married to Ashwin 

4. Assume that the government passes a 

new law in January 2021... 
Ashima will neither get the compensation under... 

5. Assume that in March 2021, the 

government changes... 
Yes, since section 498A has been changed... 

 

 


